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the OpenLab is part of “A Living 
Laboratory” - a five-year $3.1M 
grant-funded project awarded by the 
U.S. Department of Education (Title V) 
to revitalize general education at 
City Tech 	



our team	
living lab project director: Jonas Reitz	

living lab project manager: Charlie Edwards	
OpenLab co-directors: Jody Rosen & Jenna Spevack	
OpenLab institutionalization lead: Maura Smale	

OpenLab outreach lead: Libby Clarke	
instructional technology fellow: Bree Zuckerman	

community facilitators: Scott Henkle, Andy McKinney, Kamili Posey	
developers: Boone Gorges, early-adopter	
system administrator: André Pitanga	

student bloggers: Shawn Brumell, Amber Vinson!
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goals for the OpenLab	
_ make the curriculum visible to students	
	

_ encourage connections across the 
college	
	

_ empower students to take ownership of 
their work	
	

_ offer a virtual space for collaboration & 
learning for the entire City Tech 
community	



why “Open”? 	
	
unlike closed online college systems, the 
OpenLab allows members across the 
college to communicate with one 
another and the world outside 
City Tech!



why “Lab”? 	
	
like a lab, it provides a space where faculty 
and students can work together, 
experiment, and innovate!



Jody Rosen, English!



Daniel Alter, Restorative Dentistry!



Jonas Reitz, Mathematics!



LaTeX Assignment!



LaTeX Assignment!



	
how can we help faculty get 

started?!



let’s play a brainstorming game	
working in your group:	
1. pick one card from each deck:	

_ general education student learning outcomes	
_ open digital pedagogical strategies	
_ games	

2. use the game to help brainstorm an assignment using 
the open pedagogical strategy to teach the gen ed SLO	
3. record the details of your assignment in the template	
4. report back to all	



for example	
•  general education student learning 

outcome: Demonstrate social and civic 
knowledge	

•  open digital pedagogy: Working together to 
create an online map (e.g. a Google map)	

•  game:  Pac-Man	
	





thank 
you!	

questions? please get in touch!	
openlab@citytech.cuny.edu	


